Factors Affecting Choice of Chinese Restaurants in Bandung: Important of Ambiance
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Abstract
Chinese restaurants in Bandung existed since the colonial era. Customer satisfaction in a restaurant is influenced by factors including ambiance. This paper studied the important of ambiance in visitors’ choice to a Chinese restaurant using 3 study cases. The method used were field observation, visual documentation, and questionnaire. Research finding was that ambiance was placed the third factor out four with level of importance at 58.8%, less significant than food (80.4%). However, when visitors were asked their visual preference and ideas on how a Chinese restaurant should be, they prefer a thematic restaurant with traditional ambiance.
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1. Introduction
Chinese restaurant in Bandung exist since the colonial era by the presence of Chinese ethnics to the city. Not only regarding the taste of Chinese food that must be considered in an ethnic Chinese restaurant, but also how the restaurant can give a special and authentic impression. An impression dominated by the ethnic’s history and cultural heritage send to visitors which greatly influences customer satisfaction. Based on the background, issue raised on factors influencing choice and image of ethnic Chinese restaurants in Bandung. The paper is structured into introduction, methods, result and discussion, conclusion.

2. Methods
Research carried out through field observation in 3 Chinese restaurants in Bandung and questionnaires distribution. The three restaurants are Golden Chopstick, Po Ka Tiam, and Hong Sin Restaurant.

The field observation documented physical condition of each of 3 restaurants being studied. The documentation took materials on interior elements from seating arrangement to decorations used.

The questionnaires were distributed randomly in the restaurants through online questionnaire tools. Therefore, only those feeling convenience enough were taking the survey. In addition, the questionnaire was also distributed through social media, using Line application, so that the data obtained not only from visitors in the ethnic restaurants but also Bandung residents’ in general.

The questionnaire consists of three parts. The first part was assessment of importance of factors related to selection of certain ethnic Chinese restaurants. The assessment was done using numeric scale from 1 to 5 with 1 is not important and 5 is very important. Factors being asked were service, food, price, and interior. The second part was question concerning their idea of how a Chinese restaurant in Bandung is desired. The last part is respondents’ personal information consists of gender, age, occupation, and frequency of restaurant visit.

The data was analysed using modest quantitative analysis and descriptive qualitative analysis. The qualitative analysis were done by reading correlation between elements studied and questionnaires’ responses. Instruments used in this research photographic documentation and questionnaire responses.

3. Result and Discussion
This part is presenting description of three restaurants studied on the first part, comparison of their visual and atmospheric condition on the second part, and analysis of questionnaires results.
3.1. Golden Chopstick

Located at Jl. Sultan Agung no.32, Trunojoyo, Bandung. Chinese Royal concepts was used through application of bright colours, the use of colour that characterizes Chinese ethnic is very striking through the application of green, gold, and red colour. Furniture and ceilings in this restaurant characterizes houses in China. Elements used to create China house atmosphere are lampions, Chinese geometric form, form of traditional house from columns to roof, statues as ornaments, furniture with traditional Chinese aesthetics through form and composition appear.

Materials also play part in creating traditional Chinese house atmosphere. Materials used are dominated by wood and bamboo. These materials were treated in such way to provide natural look

Seating areas were divided in three grand design which were round seating, long table for large group, and small table for small group. No individual seating for 2 people were available. The least was for 4 people which means that visitors coming are in group.

![Figure 1. Collage of Golden Chopstick interior showing strong theme of a traditional Chinese house](image)

3.2. Po Ka Tiam

Located at Jl. Pasir Kaliki, Kebon kawung, Bandung. This restaurant is an ethnic restaurant with old Chinese shop concept in the interior. The atmosphere given is an ancient Chinese tavern.

Dark brown and cream are dominating colours in the eating area. The wall is decorated with vintage pictures, as well as the table. The dining tables are arranged neatly without any other furniture that fills the space.

The arrangement of the dining tables divers from Golden Chopstick where Po Ka Tiam provides only small group seating of 4 people. Individual seating for two people are also available at this restaurant. The individual seating is positioned by the column.

The design didn’t reflect any traditionalist image of China rather a more modest and modern design. However, the decoration on the wall are presenting vintage images with Chinese theme from people, myth characters, and writings.

![Figure 3. Collage of Po Ka Tiam interior showing modesty in the design](image)

3.3. Hong Sin

Located at Jl. Banceuy 110, Braga, Bandung. This restaurant used an elegant modern minimalist concept. The only design element showing Chinese character is the ornament on main entrance. Other decoration giving sense of Chinese atmosphere are china flower vas, red flower, and some geometric composition.

Seating arrangements were in group with one long sofa divided to fit several groups and group of 4 in the centre of the room, no individual seating in this restaurant. This indicate that the restaurant are targeted to groups or most visitors come in groups.

![Figure 4. Collage of Hong Sin interior showing modern design](image)

3.4. Discussion

A total of 52 responses were collected for analysis. Questionnaires consisted of three themes concerning demography, assessment on restaurants, the last question
was an open question to collect visitors idea on how a Chinese restaurant is expected in Bandung.

From 52 respondents, 82.7% were young adults in age range 19 to 23 years old. The rest were mix of age 15 to over 40. By occupation, 60.4% respondents were university students. School students were 1.9% and the rest were professionals.

The second part aimed to determine what factors were important in an ethnic Chinese restaurant. Respondents were asked to assess four factors considered important in a Chinese restaurants. The four factors were food, service, price, and interior atmosphere. These four factors were chosen in accordance to [1] [2] [3] that customers’ dining-out experience is complex. Customers’ dining experience includes the quality of food and drinks provided, the interior and the atmosphere of the restaurant, the service of the restaurants’, and customers’ companion during the experience. The result is as follow.

Figure 5. Chart of Responses

Food factor was considered important by 80.4% respondents. Service factor was considered important by 72% respondents. Price factor was considered important by 49% respondents. Ambience was considered important by 58.8% respondents.

Responses of questionnaires showed that food is a dominant factor for customer in choosing a restaurant. This means that satisfaction over food plays important role to a restaurant. It proved [4] [5] about relation of food quality and customer preference. They concluded that along with consistency of food quality, there is a tendency that customers favoured the dining experience at franchise restaurants, if the food quality is similar, over the experience in independent restaurants. Through this research [4] [5] highlight the importance of food quality over ambience. Therefore, it can be understand well why ambience wasn’t considered highly important in the questionnaire. Ambience only placed on the third place by respondents.

The questionnaire result also proved [6] that three elements of food quality, service reliability and environmental cleanliness are three pivotal attributes to create satisfied customers. The three elements also provide customers’ positive post dining behavioural intentions. Respondents replied that food and service are two important factors in choosing a restaurant. Meanwhile, environmental cleanliness does not correlated directly to ambience or interior quality.

From theory [7] concluded a study that to attract more customers, ethnic theme restaurants should improve their service, settings, and food. Those improvements are to provide customers with a more authentic dining experience. Authenticity is related to interior ambience where in the questionnaire, it was considered the third out of four most important factor in choosing a restaurant. This statement support the following question in the questionnaire, which of the three restaurants has the most appealing image.

Afterward, pictures of the three chosen Chinese restaurants were presented to respondents to see which were the most appealing to respondents. The result is 50% of the responses chose Golden Chopstick to be most appealing Chinese restaurants, while Po Ka Tiam got 23.1% responses and Hong Sin got 26.9%.

As seen at 3.1, Golden Chopstick restaurant is the most thematic of three restaurant had been studied. The Golden Chopstick carried traditional Chinese house as main concept and theme of their interior. Even though ambience was rated low as important factor in choosing a restaurant, respondents chose the most thematic as the most appealing and as the most to be chosen. It goes with [8] [9] statement that in terms of the ambience, where the dining experience occurs, literature has documented that customers dining in ethnic restaurants are those who look for a genuinely ethnic ambience. Satisfaction generated for this type of customers is highly driven by authenticity. According to [8] [9] restaurant authenticity plays an important role in generating satisfaction for customers who look for a genuine ethnic ambience. In this case, thematic ambience is considered authentic in accordance to visitors or viewers knowledge and experience.

Price factor was not considered an important factor in choosing a restaurant. It can be said that price is not a pivotal element to a restaurant assessment as long as food and service are met.

The last question was an open question where respondents were asked to give opinion and idea of their expectation in a Chinese restaurant, particularly in Bandung. From 52 responses, similar responses were grouped as follows:

1. Chinese interior of the past with a good taste and adjusting prices.
2. In terms of the achievement of the atmosphere, make it in such a way to represent Chinese so that visitors
have not only a taste of Chinese cuisine but also experiencing space.
3. Minimalist concept of modern Chinese style, standard prices, and good service.
4. Friendly and satisfying service.

From the open question, three of four dominant statements talked about interior ambience. Food, service, and price are not as highly dominant compared to assessment from the previous section. This result shows that visitors do concern about the interior condition and ambience in a restaurant.

Since questionnaire questions stopped at the open question, reason behind this finding cannot be determined. Hypothesis for this dual opinion could relate to visitors current digital culture where restaurant or any eating place should be “instagramable” for their personal online promotion. It is proven by their answer in choosing Golden Chopstick as the most appealing Chinese restaurant.

4. Conclusion

A restaurant holds two dominant factors considered important by visitors or customers. The two most important factors are food quality and service. Meanwhile, consideration on interior ambience goes on the third position as important factor in a restaurant. This conclusion goes along with previous studies done [6][7] However, through an open question, it was found that visitors consider that interior ambience is important, more than food and service, because it gives a spatial experience related to an ethnic or a sense of the past.

This dual opinion needs to be studied further since this study stopped at an open question requesting respondents’ opinions and idea of how a Chinese restaurant is expected. It might be correlated to fact that visitors, especially young adults, have strong digital culture where a place should be “instagramable” to be appealing. Term “instagramable” could be translated as thematic in a spatial sense to experience. It is an interesting subject to be studied in further research.
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